**VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION**

**SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS**

**SECTION DESCRIPTION**

**LEG** 120  **SITE** 750  **CORE** 1  **HOLE** B  **TYPE** W  **SEC** 2

**OBSERVER** HOL BRK

---

**COLOR**

5YR 3/1 (very dark gray)

---

**GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION**

---

**DRILLING DISTURB.**

---

**SAMPLES**

60

---

**STRUCTURES**

---

**5YR 3/1**

D: *Choppy cut with thin Silty claystone with charcoal and pyrite abundant*

highly fragmented by drilling

fracture is horizontal; fissile to massive

(Mass) Pyrite:

2-28 cm 1 cm wide x 5 mm pyrite nugget

24 cm pyrite layers (<1 mm) over black clay

---

**7.5 YR 3/1**

D: very dark greyish brown